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A quarterly motor insurance
“savings index” by

The savings variable
The Premium Drivers index reveals the monthly percentage

It highlights cyclical trends and allows comparethemarket.com

difference – or the “savings variable”– between the cheapest

to make statistics-driven predictions on the future direction of

and average quotes across all age groups.

the motor insurance market.

This is tracked throughout the year and compared quarter

If the difference between the cheapest and the average price

on quarter. The “savings variable” tells us about current

is narrowing, it suggests competition may be improving; if the

and historic prices, it also provides insight into the motor

price disparities are widening, then it suggests competition

insurance sector.

may be weakening.

Key Statistics
• Quarterly savings Average savings variable drops to 15.49%
• Difference between cheapest and average premiums now stands at its lowest point since 2013
• Narrowing gap suggests competition among motor insurers could be increasing

The latest Premium Drivers report has

This fall could be good news for drivers

However, despite some downward

found that the savings variable in Q3

as a narrowing gap suggests a higher

pressure on prices, people are still

(June 2018 – August 2018) significantly

level of competition amongst providers

paying significantly more for their car

fell to 15.46%, the smallest difference

which may lead to lower prices as

insurance than three, or even five, years

between cheapest and average

insurers battle to win customers with

ago. This is particularly the case if you

premiums in five years. This is the third

better offers.

fail to shop around as renewal prices

consecutive quarter of reductions in

tend to be significantly more expensive.

the percentage difference between the
cheapest and the average policy on the
market, down from 16.17% in Q2 2018.
The savings variable was broadly flat
for most of 2017, after a significant rise

The analysis of the difference between the cheapest and
average motor insurance policies intends to show the extent
to which motor insurance providers are competing on price,

in 2016. In 2017, the average savings

which can ultimately lead to lower premiums. The latest data

variable for the year was 17.23% and

indicates that the gap between the two is reducing, meaning

16.97% in 2016 – much higher than the

that we could potentially see a reduction in premiums as

average of 15.98% so far this year.

providers undercut the competition to win customers.
The savings variable decline is a
continuation of the recent falls after a

Despite the recent downward trend, the difference remains

number of years of growth up to the

to be very high following a number of years of increases

start of 2017. The measure stood at its

which has also seen average premiums increase by hundreds

highest level in the last quarter of 2016
at 17.72%, which is the largest savings
variable since records began.

of pounds.
Simon McCulloch, Director at comparethemarket.com
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Savings Variable across all age groups year on year September 2017 – August 2018:
Month

Savings variable

Sep-17

17.20%

Oct-17

16.85%

Nov-17

16.97%

Dec-17

17.25%

Jan-18

16.64%

Feb-18

16.33%

Mar-18

16.20%

Apr-18

16.40%

May-18

15.92%

June-18

15.34%

July-18

15.54%

Aug-18

15.49%

Premium Drivers: The Savings Variable
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Savings Variable

What is the cost?
Key Statistics
• Quarterly average motor premium holds flat at £731, a small increase of £4 compared to the previous quarter
• Since the spike in premiums in May, average premiums have fallen month on month to an average of £715 in August
• Quarterly cost difference between cheapest and average premiums dropped by over £5 to £113
• Average premiums have held broadly flat for around 18 months indicating that the era of insurance price hikes
may be over
The average car insurance premium in

flat over the past 18 months and

While, the price hikes have added large

the Q3 held flat over the past quarter

now stands at an average of £618 for

sums to all premiums over the past five

and now stands at £731 – a minor

the past quarter. Over the past year,

years, young people have been the worst

increase of £4 compared to the previous

the average cheapest premium has

affected with average car insurance

quarter. The average cost of insurance

fluctuated within a £20 range going

prices reaching an average of over

has remained flat for around 18 months

from £629 in Q4 2017 to £611 in Q1

£1,380 in Q3 2017. Motor cover costs

following a period of significant

2018 and then £609 in Q2 2018.

have remained very high and now stand

increases which potentially indicates

at £1,323 for 17 – 24-year olds.

that the era of price hikes may be
coming to an end.
In Q1 2017, the average car insurance

The past five years have been difficult for British motorists

premium stood at £729 and has since

who have faced relentless insurance price rises resulting in

seen modest fluctuations, hitting a
high of £757 in Q4 2017 before dropping

extremely high premiums. However, the era of hikes may

again to a low of £727 in Q2 2018.

well be over as our latest data indicates that prices have

The modest fluctuations have taken

steadied out after the years of increases.

place within a £30 range indicating no
meaningful up or downward trend.

The hikes were primarily driven by Government changes

Prior to this steady period, car

to IPT and the Ogden discount rate - the impact of which

insurance premiums saw a significant

were passed directly onto the consumer. Now with prices

increase – rising from an average of
£526 in Q3 2013. In the following three

holding steady at near record levels, it is essential that

years, the cost of insurance rose by

the Government takes no further action to punish British

over £200 to its current level. The hikes

motorists whose financial health will inevitably have been

were primarily driven by Government
changes such as the increase in

impacted by these changes. Without further interventions in

Insurance Premium Tax (IPT) which

the motor insurance market, we can hopefully see premiums

doubled from 6% to 12% in those
three years.
The average cheapest premium
available to consumers has also held

avoid any more increases.
Simon McCulloch, Director at
comparethemarket.com
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Average Premium
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Drivers overpaying on motor insurance by
£2 billion nationwide by failing to shop around
After a number of years of rapidly

62% of drivers – equating to

climbing motor insurance prices,

approximately 19 million people across

premiums are showing some

the UK – do not switch provider. With the

“Motorists however,

signs of plateauing. However,

average saving for switching standing at

should not content

comparethemarket.com estimates

£113.09, consumers are missing out on

that consumers are still overpaying

£2.2 billion of potential savings.

themselves with
stabilising prices –

potentially by more than £2 billion
a year through automatically

The average saving for motorists varies

renewing their policies.

by age group, with young drivers able

many have the ability

to save the most money – an average of

to save hundreds of

£326 a year.

pounds a year. The fact
that £2 billion may be
being wasted through
inertia demonstrates
how motorists need
to take their fate into
their own hands. If
shopping around
became the norm
for the majority of
drivers, the increased
competition would
help drive prices down
rather than simply
hovering at historically
high levels.
Simon McCulloch, Director at
comparethemarket.com

Age Group

17-20

21-24

25-29

30-39

40-49

50-64

65-79

80+

Premium

£1,516.60

£1,099.98

£837.37

£635.16

£490.83

£378.73

£307.23

£486.31

Saving

£326.05

£171.55

£125.72

£88.99

£66.38

£46.05

£30.81

£52.46
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Methodology
All data, other than that referenced

customer, where a consumer has clicked

Premium Drivers calculates the cost

in the footnotes, is sourced from

through to buy. Buying from the top five

of premiums where the customer has

comparethemarket.com.

cheapest prices presented represents

clicked through to buy the policy. If

90% of all car insurance sales. When the

the average premium cost was instead

When the “average price” is referred

“cheapest price” is referred to, this is the

calculated on the basis of all prices

to, this is the mean average of the top

average cheapest price presented, where

returned then the average cost would be

five cheapest prices presented to a

a customer has clicked through to buy.

significantly higher.
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